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Abstract. The accelerated growth of internet technologies has offered various services to users, although the
access to data comes with a greater encumbrance as data are transferred via a public channel. To ensure
authorised and secure data access, various authenticated key agreement protocols have been designed and
analysed in recent years. Most of the existing protocols face the efficiency issue. A scheme could be made
efficient using lightweight cryptographic operations such as hash functions, XOR operation, etc. However, to
control the leakage of password, a biometric-based authentication approach can be adopted. Keeping the focus
on these points, the proposed scheme is designed. It has attributes of secure communication, mutual authentication and efficient computation, as well as user anonymity. The security proof is proclaimed using the widely
recognised random oracle model, which indicates that the proposed scheme is provably secure under any
probabilistic polynomial-time adversary. Moreover, the proposed scheme achieves all desirable security attributes of authentication protocols, which is justified using informal security analysis. The simulation of the
proposed scheme is done using the automated validation of internet security protocols and applications tool,
which shows that the proposed scheme is safe. Furthermore, the proposed scheme is found to be computationally
efficient when compared with the related schemes.
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1. Introduction
Internet becomes an efficient and user-friendly way to
transmit information for network applications. The rapid
development of network technology created a huge user
interest in the internet of things (IoT). IoT provides the
ingenious network communication to the user with a reliable respondent. It also has real-time control of the content
intervention in remote sensors. It offers a large number of
different type of practical application in several domains.
However, the IoT environments adopt public network for
data transmission. Along with these new dimensions, several business models are evolving. The successful examples
are Amazon EC2 and S3, Microsoft Azure, Google App
Engine, etc.; these relevant resources provide service on
behalf of consumer interest by integrating the consumer
information in the cloud. The network communication
between IoT devices and cloud gives priority to the consumer interest, the primary purpose for which vapour is
introduced to maintain massive data over the remote servers, which obligates the need to add a new paradigm.

*For correspondence

Later, this new framework introduces fog computing,
which provides a better latency for real-time communication between the IoT and cloud computing data centres. On
the one hand, cloud administers global centralisation, and
on the other fog provides localisation-enabled networking
and data consciousness, which requires big data analysis.
Thus, the security of this kind of application is an important
aspect that cannot be ignored. Moreover, the security
solution should also be able to support real-time communication while handling a large number of data [1].
Therefore, this requires development of lightweight protocols for real-time applications.
The password-based authentication (PBA) is one of the
easiest and widely acceptable techniques commonly used
for user verification. Conventionally, PBA schemes follow
a simple process in which a user inputs his identity and
password for access. The method of authentication supports
validation and recognition. In the validation, the authority
certifies every user by cross-checking of input credentials
with a stored data in repository disk [2]. In the recognition,
the system validates the user by cross-verifying the compiled information against a system repository disk. Smart
cards (SCs) also offer user-friendly services. They have
significant importance in terms of competency, portability
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Figure 1. Communication model.

and cost-efficiency. Hence, they have been extensively
accepted in many applications. Currently, an authentication
system has a significant share of SCs to verify the users.
These existing conventional authentication mechanisms
have several issues such as content leakage, theft, fraud and
impersonation [3]. There are chances that a server administrator may compromise sensitive information like user
unique ID number and password, and the entire content
may be saved in unencrypted form on a server, which
allows an adversary to steal the ID number or password and
maybe impersonate the personal information [4]. However,
a valid user has access to use repository desk after proving
his validity. The basic communication model is illustrated
in figure 1.
The biometric attribute has been used to ensure authentication and give an independent choice of random and
private key selection. The biometric-based systems are
known to be a solution to unique authentication. They have
many advantages such as digital content distribution, where
the content key used to unlock the digital content is
exhausted if and only if the input of biometric attribute
matches the biometrics traits of the registered users. A
significant issue with biometric-based authentication is that
biometric attribute varies according to the time. In addition,
we require a sensible verification mechanism to store the
keys and corresponding biometric imprint data, which can
handle the error in biometric attributes.

2. Literature review
In 1981, Leslie Lamport [5] presented an authentication
scheme by implementing a non-invertible hash function. In
this mechanism, the server saves a hashed output of an
applicant password. When the users give their unique
identity as input to confirm identity, servers search
respective hash value in the repository disk and give them
access to an authentic applicant. In the same year, Lennon
et al [6] illustrated that PBA scheme [5] suffers from stolen
verifier attack (SVP). In case of an adversary access to the
server repository disk by unauthorised manner, it could
apply the offline password guessing attack on the model
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and also intervene in the transmission between server and
user. Later, the Hwang and Li [7] scheme gave an idea for a
two-factor authentication protocol. In this protocol, the
applicant must give an SC and password as inputs. If
attackers like to penetrate the existing system, then they
have to give the password and SC as inputs in a device.
However, Leung et al [8] observed in the Chan and Cheng
scheme that the [7] protocol is not secure against the
impersonation of the passive attacker. Later, Chien et al [9]
demonstrated an improved version of the existing authentication schemes. After this, Wang and Chen [10] moulded
a simple similar-framework in 2004, and claimed that their
scheme [9] also did not prevent insider attack. To overcome
these flaws, they gave their improved scheme [10]. In the
same year, Yoon et al [11] challenged Chien’s scheme and
claimed that [9] it did not prevent denial-of-service and
multiple session attacks as well. To overcome these flaws,
they presented a modified version of the scheme. In 2007,
Wang et al [12] mentioned that the existing schemes [9, 11]
also did not resist password guessing, impersonation and
denial of service attack as well. After removing this attack,
Wang presented a new scheme. In 2009, Wang et al [13]
observed that Yoon et al’s protocol [11] was highly
accomplished against denial of a service problem, impersonation and offline guessing attacks (OG). To form their
protocol, they kept in mind previous vulnerability. They
also proposed a protocol based on dynamic identity. This
idea was given by Das et al [14].
In 2011, Khan et al [15] mentioned that the [13]
scheme did not resist remote server attack. Moreover, they
designed an improvement of [13]. In 2011, Awasthi et al
[16] presented a key management and authentication protocol. In 2012, Wen and Li [17] also observed some
weaknesses of [15] and mentioned that it could not prevent
impersonation as well as insider attacks. In 2014, Kumari
et al [18] observed that the Awasthi et al [16] protocol
failed in protecting against impersonation, lost stolen
device (SD) and OG attacks. They also discovered a new
scheme to resist all existing attacks. In 2015, Chaudhry
et al [19] mentioned that the Kumari et al [18]
scheme cannot ensure user anonymity (UNA), and has the
drawback of stolen SC attack. Moreover, they came up with
a revised authentication scheme. In 2016, Li et al [20]
designed a robust authentication scheme, but later it was
proved that it could not ensure UNA and efficient login
phase [2]. In 2017, Hou and Wang [2] constructed an
improved scheme. However, it is observed that it fails to
resist password guessing and impersonation attack. In 2018,
Wazid et al [21] proposed an authentication scheme for the
implacable human-made system, which can be implanted in
the human body to improve the functioning of various
organs. Unfortunately, their scheme also has no resistance
against UNA, password guessing and SD attack.
Nikooghadam et al [22] observed that the [18] protocol does not achieve UNA and security against OG
attack. They gave an improved scheme [19]. In 2017, Liu
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Table 1. Security attribute analysis of SC-based authentication schemes. If a scheme satisfies the attribute of resisting that attack,
marked, otherwise .
Security attributes
Anonymity (UNA)
Inefficient login (IL)
Insider attack (IA)
Guessing attack (OG)
Impersonation (IM)
Stolen device (SD)
Session key discloser (SKD)
Replay (RA)
Session key generation (SKG)
Session key verification (SKV)
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and Chung [23] mentioned that [19] is not secure against
OG attack. In many authentication protocols, anonymity
is a major security issue in a different environment. In
2017, Esfahani et al [24] gave lightweight support and
cloud-implemented scheme for WSN. In 2018, Chandrakar and Om [4] proposed a two-factor authentication
protocol with much lower computation cost for the
remote-user-based two-factor authentication. In 2018,
Limbasiya et al [25] proposed a secure and efficient
authentication protocol using an SC. However, after
observing, we analyse that there are some flaws such as
OG, identity guessing, disclosure of session key and
stolen card attack. All challenges of related schemes are
highlighted in table 1.
Based on the literature, it is very crucial to understand the
current development in network application area and the
possibility for future work. From the last decade, many
researchers have contributed to network application technology in different internet network-based smart devices.
After the analysis of all the afore-mentioned challenges and
weaknesses of existing authentication scheme, we have
identified the requirement of an authentication and key
agreement (AKA) protocol, which can satisfy desirable
security attributes. Moreover, to adopt AKA protocol for
various applications, performance (computation, communication and storage overhead) needs to be optimised. It
encourages the adoption of lightweight cryptographic operations in our design without compromising security attributes. An ideal network applicant system is still required that
protects applicants against any polynomial-time adversary
with high efficiency. It should be able to perceive accountability and flexibility along with users privacy.

2.1 Our contribution
To address user-centric issues, the proposed authentication
scheme for network applicants uses lightweight cryptographic operations and biometric imprint, which gives the
unique output corresponding to the user and higher efficiency. Bio-hashing provides a credible mechanism for
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authenticating the legal user. The major contributions in
this paper are as follows:
• The case study observed the security threat and
requirement of lightweight authentication.
• To address key security attributes (linkability, password guessing, anonymity problem, mutual authentication, stolen SC, authentication session key, etc.), we
proposed an authentication scheme, which attains the
desirable attribute of table 1 and establishes a reliable
connection between users and servers.
• The proposed scheme’s security is proved under the
random oracle model, in which any probabilistic
polynomial-time adversary has a negligible advantage
to break the proposed protocol.
• The informal security analysis and simulation in the
automated validation of internet security protocols and
applications (AVISPA) tool shows that the proposed
scheme is secure in OFMC mode as well as ATSE mode.
• The comparative efficiency analysis shows that the
proposed scheme is lightweight in terms of computation and communication cost.

2.2 Organisation of paper
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 4
presents a study on Limbasiya et al’s scheme. Section 5
presents the proposed lightweight authentication scheme.
Section 6 presents a security analysis of the proposed
scheme. The security proof of the proposed scheme is given
in section 6.2. In section 7, performance analysis has been
done with a comparison of some existing relevant schemes.
Finally, the conclusion is drawn in section 8.

3. Preliminary
There are some necessary notations that will be used in our
article. The author uses different mathematical terms for a
secret key, one-way hash functions identity, password, etc.
as given in table 2.
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Table 2. Notations used in the scheme.
Notation
Ui
Sj
R
SC
SCi
IDi
PWi
CHi
x
Ek
Dk
hðÞ
hb ðÞ

||
Ps

Description
ith user
jth server
polynomial-time adversary
smart card
smart card for ith user
identity of user Ui
password of Ui
channel i
secret value of server Sj
symmetric encryption
symmetric decryption
a collision-resistant hash function
a collision-resistant biometric hash
function
bitwise XOR
string concatenation
proposed scheme

3.1 Threat model
Threat model has been described under assumptions as in
[27]; computational strength of R along with information
stored in SC concerned with password and biometric is
described as follows:
• User chooses a pseudo-random password from a
dictionary, and a server contains a secret key. During
registration, Sj inputs necessary values in an SC.
• Adversary, user and server communicate with the help
of an oracle query allowing R to violate security
system of authentication protocol.
• It has been assumed that ongoing communication is
under observation of R such that taping, altering,
erasing, re-sending and diverting the message are
possible tasks.
• R could get an access credential of a user’s SC.
In authentication protocols, a user Ui 2 U and a server Sj 2
S communicate by executing polynomial-time queries.

3.2 Bio-hash function
A biometric hash function is executed using hashed characteristics rather than those of the original template. This
function locates minutia characteristics and constructs a
subset of the hash value of minutia characteristics. Thus,
only the hash output will need to be carried and stored in
the database. During verification, new hash values should
satisfy the selected attribute as that of stored hash values in
the database.
The bio-hash [28] produces a vector of m bits string from
the biometric characteristic strings set, where biometric
data vector X 2 Rn , which is selected by extraction

procedure, and output bit vector b 2 f0; 1gn with m-bit
length where m  n by uniformly distributed pseudo-random generator along with hashed key. The creation of the
vector b is performed. There are some basic points of hash,
which must be satisfied:
• Same biometric traits should have the same hash
output.
• Distinct biometric traits should never have the same
hash output.
• Original template rotation by any angle and translation
in any direction should never be effected on hash
output.
• Partial biometric traits (with missing core and delta)
should be matched if required minutiae are available.

4. Study on Limbasiya et al’s scheme
Limbasiya et al [25] presented an efficient scheme with the
feature of anonymity. Their scheme also efficiently resists
man-in-the-middle and impersonation attacks. Due to its
merits, we consider this for our case study and identify that
Limbasiya et al protocol fails to overcome password as well
as identity guessing attacks. Moreover, it fails to provide
security against stolen SC attacks. A brief description of
their scheme is given in section 4.1.

4.1 Brief review of Limbasiya et al’s scheme
Their scheme is executed in three phases.

4.1.1 Registration
Step1: Ui chooses IDi and PWi , then selects random
numbers r1 and r2 (figure 2). Ui computes Dr ¼ r2  r1 .
Ui also computes the MPWi ¼ hðIDi jjPWi jjDrÞ, and then
transmits MPWi and IDi to Sj via a secure channel.
Step2: Sj meets with IDi and MPWi from Ui , Sj searches in
the data of registered Ui s to verify IDi . If the IDi is found,
then Sj computes the value Ai ¼ MPWi jjx and
Bi ¼ MPWi  Ai . Later, Sj chooses a random number ni
and calculates MIDi ¼ hðIDi jjni Þ and Ci ¼ Ai jjIDi . Moreover, Sj stores MPWi and Bi ; Ci ; MIDi ; hðÞ in SCi .
Step3: Ui meets with SCi , and computes Di ¼
hðIDi jjPWi Þ  Dr and stores Di into SCi .

4.1.2 Login
Step1: Ui enters the values IDi and PWi . Later, SCi
computes Dr ¼ Di  hðIDi jjPWi Þ; Ai ¼ Bi  hðIDi jjPWi jj
DrÞ and Ci ¼ Ai jjIDi . SCi checks Ci . Later, it chooses a
random number ni and computes Mi ¼ hðIDi
jjni jjTi jjMIDi Þ; Bi ¼ hðAi jjMPWi jjTi Þ; Ei ¼ ni  Bi
and
Fi ¼ Ai  Ei  Dr.
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User (Ui )

Secure channel

Select IDi and P Wi
Choose randomly
r1 , r2 ∈ Zp∗
r2 − r1 ≤ Δr
Compute
M P Wi = h(IDi ||P Wi ||Δr)

< IDi , M P Wi >
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Compute
Di = h(IDi ||P Wi ) ⊕ Δr
Store Di in SCi

< Sci >
←−−−−−−
−−−−

15

Server (Sj )

Compute
Ai = M P Wi ||x
Bi = M P Wi ⊕ Ai
Choose randomly ni ∈ Zp∗
Compute
M IDi = h(IDi ||ni )
Ci = Ai ||IDi
Store M P Wi
SCi = Bi , Ci , M IDi , h(.)

Figure 2. Illustration of registration phase in Limbasiya et al’s scheme.

Step2: Now, SCi sends the request fBi ; Fi ; MIDi ; Mi ; Ti g to
Sj via public channel.

4.1.3 Authentication Upon receiving fBi ; Fi ; MPWi ;
Mi ; Ti g, Sj authenticates Ui as follows:
Step1: Sj gets fBi ; Fi ; MPWi ; Mi ; Ti g from Ui and checks
validity of Ti .
Step2: Sj computes Ai ¼ MPWi jjx, B0i ¼ hðAi jjMPWi jjTi Þ
and checks Bi ¼ B0i or not. Later, Sj computes Ei ¼ Fi  Ai
and ni ¼ Ei  Bi . Later, Sj chooses random nj 2 Zp and
computes MIDnew
¼ ðMIDi jjni jjnj jjMi Þ and Mj ¼ hðMIDnew
i
i
jjMi jjTi jjTj Þ.
Step3: Sj sends fMj ; MIDi new ; Tj g and computes
Skj ¼ hðAi jjMIDi jjni jjnj jjTi jjTj Þ.
Step4: Ui
checks Tj
and computes Mj0 ¼
0

hðMIDi new jjMi jjTi jjTj Þ and MIDi new ¼ ðMIDi jjni jjnj jjMi Þ.
0
Now, Ui checks the validity of MIDi new , Mj0 and computes
Ski ¼ hðA0i jjMIDi jjni jjnj jjTi jjTj Þ.

4.2 On the security of Limbasiya et al’s scheme
Here, we discuss possible existing security weaknesses that
will be violated in the verification of the system.

4.2.1 Password guessing
• R knows personal information of Ui with stored
credential in SCi . If R has an advantage to guess PWi
of Ui by performing passive attacks.
• R can retrieve Bi ; IDi ; Ai ; Di from SCi and computes
MPWi ¼ Bi  Ai . Furthers, R makes a guess about
PWi and calculates IDi jjPWi  Di ¼ Dr. Later, R can
verify validity of PWi from the equation
MPWi ¼ hðIDi jjPWi jjDrÞ.
• Finally, R gets password of Ui .

4.2.2 Stolen SC attack
• R can steal information fBi ; Ci ; MIDi ; hð:Þ; Di g from
SC and get Ai ; IDi .
• Adversary R can guess password of the Ui as discussed
earlier and login to the system. Moreover, R can
compute Ei ¼ Fi  Ai , ni ¼ Ei  Bi
• Finally R can get the session key Ski ¼
hðAi jjMIDi jjni jjnj jjTi jjTj Þ of Ui .

4.2.3 Session-key disclosure
• The Ski plays an important role in this scheme because
R can access devices and computes a session key.
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• The Ski establishes a secure channel over a public
channel as Ski is generated once, and communication is
started based on it. Ui and Sj compute Ski and Skj ,
respectively.
• Later, R gets MIDi ; Mi ; ni ; nj from MIDnew
¼
i
ðMIDi jjni jjnj jjMi Þ and computes ni  Bi ¼ Ei ; Ei  Fi
¼ Ai .
• Finally, R computes the session key Ski ¼ hðA0i jj
MIDi jjni jjnj jjTi jjTj Þ easily.

4.2.4 Insider attack
• Some Uj can also act as R for specific Ui . Uj can learn
some relevant common information of Ui . Now, Uj
has knowledge of the SCi , and gets Ai ; IDi .
• Adversary R can guess password of the Ui as discussed
earlier and login to the system. Moreover, R can
compute Ei ¼ Fi  Ai , ni ¼ Ei  Bi and Ski ¼ hðAi jj
MIDi jjni jjnj jjTi jjTj Þ.
• Finally, R get Ski ¼ hðAi jjMIDi jjni jjnj jjTi jjTj Þ.

5.1 Registration
Step1: Ui chooses IDi , PWi , imprints Bioi and selects
random numbers r to compute Hi ¼ hb ðBioi Þ (figure 3).
Now, Ui computes MPWi ¼ hðIDi jjPWi jjHi jjrÞ and transmits MPWi and IDi to Sj via a secure channel.
Step2: Sj meets with IDi and MPWi from Ui ; Sj searches in
the data of registered customers to verify the received IDi .
If the IDi is found, then Sj computes the value Ai ¼
hðMPWi jjxÞ and Bi ¼ MPWi  Ai . Later, Sj chooses a
random number ni and computes the identity MIDi ¼
hðIDi jjni Þ and Ci ¼ hðAi jjIDi Þ. Moreover, the Sj stores
MPWi and Bi ; Ci ; MIDi ; hð:Þ in SCi .
Step3: Ui meets with SCi , computes Di ¼ hðIDi jjPWi jj
Hi Þ  r and stores Di into SCi .

5.2 Login
Step1: Ui enters the values IDi , PWi and imprints Bioi . SCi
computes Hi ¼ hb ðBioi Þ, r ¼ Di  hðIDi jjPWi jjHi Þ; Ai ¼
Bi  hðIDi jjPWi jjHi jjrÞ and Ci ¼ hðAi jjIDi Þ. SCi checks
Ci . Later, it chooses a random number ri and computes
Ei ¼ hðAi jjMPWi jjTi jjri Þ and Fi ¼ Ai  ri .
Step2: SCi sends the request fEi ; Fi ; MIDi ; Ti g to Sj via
public channel.

5.3 Authentication

5. Proposed scheme
To support efficient computing in SC-based authentication
technique and to ensure security, the proposed scheme is
designed. It improves security and efficiency. A description
of the proposed scheme is given here.

User (Ui )

Upon receiving the request fEi ; Fi ; MIDi ; Ti g, Sj authenticates Ui as follows ( figure 4):
Step1: Sj gets fEi ; Fi ; MIDi ; Ti g from Ui and checks
validity of Ti .

Secure channel

Select IDi and P Wi
Imprint Bioi Compute
Hi = hb (Bioi )
M P Wi = h(IDi ||P Wi ||Hi ||r)

Compute
Di = h(IDi ||P wi ||Hi ) ⊕ r
Store Di in SCi

< IDi , M P Wi >
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

< SCi >
←−−−−−−−−−−

Server (Sj )

Compute
Ai = h(M P Wi ||x)
Bi = M P Wi ⊕ Ai
Choose randomly ni ∈ Zp∗
Compute
M IDi = h(IDi ||ni )
Ci = h(Ai ||IDi )
Store M P Wi
SCi = Bi , Ci , M IDi , h(.)

Figure 3. Description of registration phase in proposed scheme.
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User (Ui )

Public channel

Select IDi and P Wi
Imprint Bioi Compute
Hi = hb (Bioi )
r = h(IDi ||P Wi ||Hi ) ⊕ Di
M P Wi = h(IDi ||P Wi ||Hi ||r)
Ai = Bi ⊕ h(IDi ||P Wi ||Hi ||r)
Check
Ci = h(Ai ||IDi )
Choose random ri ∈ Zp∗
Compute
Ei = h(Ai ||M IDi ||Ti ||ri )
Fi = Ai ⊕ ri

< Ei , Fi , M IDi , Ti >
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Verify Tl − TK ≤ ΔT
Compute
Mj ⊕ Ai = rj
Compute

M IDinew = h(M IDi ||ri ||rj ||Mj ||Tk )

Check M IDinew = M IDinew
Compute
Ski = h(Ai ||M IDi ||ri ||rj ||Ti ||Tk )

< M IDinew , Mj , Tk >
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

15

Server (Sj )

Verify Tj − Ti ≤ ΔT
Compute
Ai = h(M P Wi ||x)
Ei = h(Ai ||M IDi ||Ti ||ri )
Verify Ei = Ei
Compute
ri = Fi ⊕ Ai
Choose randomly rj ∈ Zp∗
Compute
M IDinew = h(M IDi ||ri ||rj ||Mj ||Tk )
Mj = Ai ⊕ rj
Skj = h(Ai ||M IDi ||ri ||rj ||Ti ||Tk )

Figure 4. Illustration of login and authentication via open channel.

Step2:
Sj
computes
Ai ¼ hðMPWi jjxÞ,
Ei0 ¼
hðAi jjMIDi jjTi jjri Þ and checks whether Ei ¼ Ei0 or not. Sj
computes ri ¼ Fi  Ai . Later, Sj chooses random rj 2 Zp
and computes MIDnew
¼ hðMIDi jjri jjrj jjMj Þ and Mj ¼ Ai
i
 rj .
Step3: Sj sends fMj ; MIDi new ; Tk g and computes
Skj ¼ hðAi jjMIDi jjri jjrj jjTi jjTk Þ.
Step4: Upon getting, Ui checks Tk and computes rj0 ¼
0

Ai  Mj0 and MIDi new ¼ hðMIDi jjri jjrj0 jjMj0 jjTk Þ. Now, Ui
assures the correctness of MIDi new
Ski ¼ hðA0i jjMIDi jjri jjrj jjTi jjTk Þ.

0

and calculates

6. Security analysis
A formal security analysis along with a description of
attacks of the proposed scheme is given in this section. Moreover, simulation using the AVISPA tool is
performed.

6.1 Illustration against known attacks
The introduced scheme protects the communicated message
and SC against online and off-line password guessing,
insider attack, man-in-the-middle, impersonation by user
and server. A brief description of an existing attack is
discussed here.

6.1.1 Anonymous and unlinkable
• Message fEi ; Fi ; MIDi ; Ti g admits dynamic identity
MIDi in spite of real IDi . Thus, R has no idea about IDi
from
Ai ¼ hðMPWi jjxÞ,
Bi ¼ MPWi  Ai ,
Ci ¼ hðAi jjIDi Þ, which is masked with Ai , where Ai ¼
hðMPWi jjxÞ is masked with secret key of Sj .
• R cannot link messages as random ri is used in
fEi ; Fi ; MIDi ; Ti g, which changes every time during
communication. Moreover, MIDi is updated with
MIDnew
i .
• We can observe that the presented scheme ensures
anonymity and unlinkability.
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6.1.2 Stolen SC attack
• R obtains fBi ; Ci ; MIDi ; hð:Þ; Di g from the SCi of Ui
and intercepts messages transmitted via public channel
to get fMj ; MIDi new ; Tk g.
• R cannot get information from Ai ¼ hðMPWi jjxÞ,
Bi ¼ MPWi  Ai ,
Ci ¼ hðAi jjIDi Þ
and
Di ¼
hðIDi jjPWi jjHi Þ  r as IDi is stored in masked form.
• PWi is protected with random number r and Sj with
secret x.

6.1.3 Password guessing
• R obtains fBi ; Ci ; MIDi ; hð:Þ; Di g from SCi and old
transmitted messages transmitted via public channel,
i.e., fMj ; MIDi new ; Tk g.
• The R cannot get information from Ai ¼ hðMPWi jjxÞ,
Bi ¼ MPWi  Ai ,
Ci ¼ hðAi jjIDi Þ
and
Di ¼
hðIDi jjPWi jjHi Þ  r as PWi is hashed with biometric
and random number r.
• Moreover, Ai ¼ hðMPWi jjxÞ, Bi ¼ MPWi  Ai where
PWi is protected with secret key of Sj .

6.1.4 Session-key disclosure
• The session key Ski security plays an important role in
this scheme as R cannot get the session key. Ski
establishes a secure session over a public network. Ui
and Sj compute Ski and Skj , respectively.
• To compute Ski , R must know Ai ; MIDi ; ri ; rj , but he
knows only MIDi . Ski
is computed as
Ski ¼ hðAi jjMIDi jjri jjrj jjTi jjTk Þ, where Mj ¼ Ai  rj
and random numbers ri ; rj are masked as one-time
pad with random value.

6.1.5 Insider attack
• R can get the current state of knowledge about Ui ’s
SC, SCi , and his identity IDi . However, R cannot get
knowledge from Ai ¼ hðMPWi jjxÞ, which is masked
with secret key of server and Bi ¼ MPWi  Ai is stored
with one-time pad with unknown values.
• The Ski is computed as Ski ¼ hðAi jjMIDi jjri jjrj jjTi jjTk Þ,
where Mj ¼ Ai  rj and random numbers ri ; rj are
masked as one-time pad with random value.

6.1.6 Modification attack
• The modification attack works if an adversary R sends
a modified request to a server Sj , and Sj considers it as
a valid request without interruption.
• Ui sends Ti to Sj via a public channel. R can get Ti , and
can compute the value of Ei , but cannot change its
validity since Ti is used in Ei and R cannot update Ti in
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Ei . Therefore, a modification of message would not be
possible against this scheme.

6.1.7 Secure session key
• In the presented protocol, a user Ui and a server Sj
compute
a
common
key
Ski ¼ hðAi jjMIDi jjri jjrj jjTi jjTk Þ, which includes random numbers ri ; rj .
• R can obtain session key if he becomes successful in
retrieving correct ri ; rj , then Ai ¼ hðMPWi jjxÞ is
masked with secret key of the server (x), which leaks
no information.

6.2 Proof of security
We explain the security of proposed technique against the
general attacks. We introduce the notion of untraceability
(UNT). Generally, we have used symbols very similar to
those in [29, 30] with needs as described here. We prove
Theorems 1–3 to show the security of proposed scheme.
(a) Existential-UNT-QSE: In this need, R is unsuccessful
in drawing the user’s quest format by communicating
with card and server. R cannot eavesdrop on the
channel.
(b) Forward-UNT-QSER: In this need, R cannot trace past
information by getting a card that leaks its stored
information.
We model the oracles, which we use in our proof, and use
the following channels.
• CH1: It represents the transmission of messages from
the user to the server.
• CH2: It represents the transmission of messages from
the server to the user.
The oracles we use are as follows.
• Query(piU ; m1 ; pSj ): In this query, R sends a request m1
to server via channel CH1.
• Send(pkSj ; m2 ; piU ): In this query, R sends m2 to the
server via CH2 after receiving the query in CH2 to
acquire access of the server.
• Execute(piU ; pSj ): R works on an instance of P between
SC and server, and gets the messages communicated
via the channels CH1, CH2.
• Reveal (piU ): In this query, R gets the information in
SCi of Ui . It can be used once so that Query (Q), Send
(S), Execute (E) and Reveal (R) cannot be enforced for
more time.
Theorem 1 The provided key agreement construction P is
Existential-UNT-QSE.
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Proof Let R take the Q-Oracle such that xi ðU1 Þ 2
fQueryðpiU1 ; Þg and xi ðU2 Þ 2 fQueryðpiU2 ; Þg. The output m1 2 hEi ; Fi ; MIDi ; Ti i of the Q-Oracle, and simultaneously the output of the Sj , m2 2 hMj ; MIDi new ; Tk i, Fi , is
guaranteed to be unlinkable since MIDi is updated with
new
MIDnew
¼ hðMIDi jjri jjrj jjMj Þ. To retrieve
i , where MIDi
IDi , R has to find random number ni from
MIDi ¼ hðIDi jjni Þ, which is masked by collision-resistant
hash hðÞ function.
As hash functions are hard to invert, R cannot get IDi
from MIDi ¼ hðIDi jjni Þ and MIDi is updated with MIDnew
i
during every message exchange. Additionally, MIDnew
¼
i
hðMIDi jjri jjrj jjMj jjTk Þ is generated using random numbers
ri ; rj . This changes MIDnew
for different sessions, which is
i
necessary. Finally, Ti is a time stamp, which is also changed
during communication. Hence, it is clear that the communicated messages cannot be linked.
Sj sends fm2 ¼ Mj ; MIDi new ; Tk g, where MIDnew
¼
i
hðMIDi jjri jjrj jjMj jjTk Þ after inserting ri ; rj , which are random
numbers and clearly unlinkable. Here, the static value IDi is
masked with dynamic parameters in all the communication
sessions such that the output is altered in every communication. Hence, P offers Ui ; Sj unlinkability and anonymity in
the communication. In CH1, R is not able to transmit the Ui
message since R does not avail IDi and PWi of Ui . Also, Ui
secret key x is also not known to R. In a similar manner, any
R is not able to transmit Sj communication in CH2 since R
also does not avail Sj private key x and IDi of the Ui . Hence,
our scheme stops Ui and Sj impersonation at both communication ends. Although the advantage of R is Q, it seems to
be insignificant because it does not have any credential of Ui .
Thus, P is Existential-UNT-Q.
Let R have an access of the QS, so that xi ðU1 Þ 2
fQueryðpiU1 ;Þ;Sendð;piU1 Þg and xi ðU2 Þ 2 fQueryðpiU2 ;Þ;
Sendð;piU2 Þg. R cannot impersonate the Sj as he does not
know IDi , random number y and the private key of Sj .
Therefore, R has negligible advantage from QS. Thus, P is
Existential-UNT-QS.
Suppose R gets access to QSE-Oracle so that
xi ðU1 Þ 2 fQueryðpiU1 ; Þ; Sendð; piU1 Þ; ExecuteðpiU1 ; pSj Þg
and xi ðU2 Þ 2 fQueryðpiU2 ; Þ; Sendð; piU2 Þ; ExecuteðpiU2 ;
pSj g.
The messages during execution of P are unique by using
random numbers ri ; rj ; Ti ; Tk , which are masked during
communication. Also, Ti in messages stops replay attack.
The replay of a message is not possible as masked message
is verified by the Sj and since R does not know the private
key of the server and random numbers ri ; rj . Hence, P is
Existential-UNT-QSE, which is the necessary security
feature.
h
Theorem 2

P resists active attacks.

Proof Let R get access to QSE-Oracle and modify the
message during communication in all the sessions; if a
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modified message is believed to be correct by Sj or Uj , then
the given scheme is vulnerable to the active attack. We will
demonstrate that R has a slight advantage for this attack in
the given scheme. Consider the case where the R tries to
change a transmitted text in CH1. Further, Q impersonates
the simultaneous text in CH2. However, the transmitted
message will be declined by the Sj . Later, Ui and Sj verify
Ti ; Tk , the Bi and the MPWi in M1 in the authentication
phase. Further, the user verifies the MIDnew
in M1 submitted
i
in the authentication phase. If the R tries to change a
message of communication fEi ; Fi ; MIDi ; Ti g with the Q,
the Sj authentication fails in Bi ¼ hðAi jjMPWi jjMIDi jj
Ti jjri Þ. The R cannot modify message because of the hash
function and chaotic discrete logarithm problem. Moreover,
he modifies a message in CH2 using the QS-Oracle. However, using the earlier argument, we can see that R will get a
trivial advantage since the Hi ; Ti are being checked by the
Ui . If the adversary gets access to the QSE-Oracle, security
analysis of P achieves mutual authentication without any
active attack in RO (random oracle), which proves Theorem 2, still he cannot succeed by executing the communication
again and again. The modified message cannot pass the verification, and the session gets terminated by the authorised
entity in the concerned communication. Hence, P resists active
attacks.
h
Security model: Let Ci 2 ðUi ; Sj Þ be the ith instance of
consumer C. We have assumed R holds ongoing activity
between Ui and Sj , then action of R is described as follows.
Extract: This invoke queries appropriate R to recover
x corresponding to Ui with his unique IDi .
Send ðm; Ci Þ: In this query model, R submits m, then
oracle sends back output to R.
Hash(m): Suppose R submits a query message m to H(.),
then it returns a secret s 2 Zp and stores essentially tuple
(m, s) in Hij , initially taken to be empty.
Reveal ðCi Þ: Reveal-query permits R to get information
about CKij (session-key) if a oracle gets reveal-queries from
R.
Corrupt ðCi Þ: It allows R to disturb Ci and collect information about private key of the corrupted party
Ci .
Test ðCi Þ: When oracle obtains the test-queries from
adversary R, then it tosses a coin c 2 f0; 1g. If c ¼ 0, then
oracle outputs random number, otherwise CKij .
1. During authentication both Ui and Sj agree on a common
CKi ; however, in spite of Ui and Sj , no third party can
join the ongoing session.
2. The freshness is maintained if no reveal query happens
between Ui and Sj .
Let SuccðRÞ be success of correctly guessing a bit c chosen
in corrupt-query phase.
Collision resistance attack (CRA) algorithm: If any R
finds a collision for a one way hash h(.), then

15
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R

Ad : x 6¼ x0 ^ hðxÞ ¼ hðx0 Þ
where probability of event E is Pr[E], ðx; x0 Þ is randomly
chosen by R and h(.) is collision resistance secure if
AdvR  , where  [ 0 is a real number.
Theorem 3 Suppose H plays a role of random oracle and
R essentially violates introduced mutual authentication
protocol; then we will develop a design or algorithm B who
solves CRA problem using algorithm R.
Proof At the beginning, B obtains fEi ; Fi ; MIDi ; Ti g as an
instance of CAA problem; then B attempts to figure out Bi 
and Ai  so that hðIDi jjSki jjXi jjTu ðXi ÞjjTi Þ ¼ ?ai under
parameters H; x; p; T; Genð:Þ, transferred to B, who can
take advantage of algorithm R in query phase.
h
Hash-query If R submits H-queries(kqH ) on real IDi ,
then B verifies IDi in Hij . If query is found in Hij , then B
returns hi1 to R, otherwise B computes ha ¼ H1 ðIDi Þ and
stores ðIDi ; ha Þ in Hij and B returns ha to R.
Extracts If R executes extraction queries on IDi , then B
verifies whether H1 ðIDi Þ 2 fEi ; Fi ; MIDi ; Ti g. If verification
fails, B returns ? to R and query session nEe is terminated.
After this, B checks whether IDi is in Hij ; if found, then it
sends, otherwise it computes Xi ¼ hðrjjIDi Þ and Ei ¼
hðrjjIDi jjMPWi jjTi Þ sends back Bi to R.
Send query Send queries are divided into three distinct phases: (1) Ui sends login to Sj , (2) Ui sends
request \ðEi ; Fi ; MIDi ; Ti Þ [ to Sj and (3) Sj returns
ðMj ; Tk Þ.
1. R starts SendðUi ) queries; then B sends back a login call
to R.
2. To login in LSj , R executes send queries, then B
figures out Xi ¼ hðrjjIDi Þ and hðri jjXi jjMPWi jjTi Þ ¼ Ei
returns to R, where r is a random number.
3. R executes send query ðEi ; Ui Þ; then B verifies
HðIDi Þ 2 Hij . If not found, then B returns failure to R
and stops the query nEe1 ; otherwise, B figures out
Mj ¼ hðMIDi jjrj Þ, Sku ¼ hðMIDi jjri jjrj Þ for random ri , rj
and hðri jjXi jjMPWi jjTi Þ ¼ Ei returns to R.
4. R starts querying ððMj ; MIDi Þ; LSj Þ; then B figures out
Xi ¼ hðIDi jjrÞ and hðMIDi jjri jjrj jjTi ÞjjTk Þ ¼ MIDnew
for
i
random ri ; rj ; r and checks hðMIDi jjri jjrj jjTi ÞjjTk Þ ¼
?MIDnew
i ; if true, B computes Sks ¼ hðMIDi jjri jjrj Þ,
sends ðMj ; Tk Þ to R, otherwise rejects.
Analysis If intrusion happens between Ui and Sj , then R
can forge the authentication message C1 without any
information about user private key. It sends a forge signature Bi  instead of Bi . Verification process follows the
(1, 0) process. If W1 ¼ hðXÞ 2 Hij , then message fails and
returns the request as process nEe2 . Otherwise, B successfully solves the CRA problem. Since HðIDi Þ 62 Hij ,

Z ¼ hðYÞ 62 ðxi1 ; xi2 . . .Þ, whereas xij are hashing-values,
which are stored in hashing list.
Let d be the benefit resulting from the event claimed by
B, and  be the advantage of breaking protocol P. Then,
hashing-output, extraction-phase and send-queries are legal
only if events nEe , nEe1 , nEe2 exist. Thus, B can further
utilise R to figure out CRA assumption if none of nEe , nEe1 ,
nEe2 has occurred. Therefore, we define advantage for B to
crack CRA as
Pr½:nEe ^ :nEe1 ^ :nEe2 
 kqE þkqs 

kq E
kq H  kq E
¼
:
kqH
kqH
Here, R invokes kqH queries and kqE time extraction queries
to make a fake signature Ci  without extract kqE queries of
length l. Then R has the probability of 21l to impersonate the
message. Hence, R B has advantage

 kqE þkqs
1
kq E
d
 l
2
kq H


kqH  kqE
:
kq H
Hence, R B has the following advantage: if any R breaks
the scheme, then B can also break.

6.3 Simulation in AVISPA tool
We simulate (figures 5, 6, 7) the proposed scheme using
AVISPA tool for the formal security analysis (man-in-themiddle attack, replay attack). A detailed description of
AVISPA tool and HLPSL can be found in [31]. We illustrate the basic understanding of roles, code and output
(figures 8 and 9) provided as follows.
• agent: this is the principal name, where intruder has an
identifier i;
• public_key: this is the public key of an agent, whereas
inv_pk is the unique inverse of the public key;
• symmetric_key: this is a unique key shared between
two parties in symmetric cryptosystems;
• nat: a natural number in non-context messages;
• text: this is used for values used only once, i.e. if Ra is
fresh, then Ra’ is also fresh in view of an intruder;
• hash_func: this is collision-resistant one-way function,
which cannot be inverted by an intruder.

7. Performance analysis
In this performance analysis section, we compare security
attributes, communication overhead and computation time
for several related schemes such as those of Chang et al
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Figure 6. Illustration of code in HLPSL for the proposed
scheme.
Figure 5. Illustration of code in HLPSL for the proposed
scheme.

[26], Kumari et al [18], Nikooghadam et al [22] and
Esfahani et al [24]. In order to analyse the various security
aspects of the proposed scheme, we compare the proposed
scheme to some existing authentication scheme. Figure 10
illustrates the comparative analysis of security attributes
graphically, where x-axis denotes the total number of
attributes and y-axis denotes the compared scheme. Here,
we have identified the key attribute for network applicants
systems as UNA, password and identity guessing, man-inthe-middle, SD, replay, security proof, inefficient login and
password update phases, session key, impersonation attack,
denial of service and forward secrecy. We compare the
results to those of some recently published authentication
schemes for general architectures with session key agreement. Figure 10 shows the requirement vs achieved attribute in existing schemes. The key attribute required in any
protocol is denoted by the symbol CSA, whereas, for the
proposed scheme, attained attribute (Ps) is used in figure 10. It is clear from the analysis that the proposed
scheme satisfies more security attribute as compared with
existing schemes. The security of the proposed protocol has
been proved by Theorems 1–3 in the random oracle model.
It is clear from the analysis that the proposed scheme has
better security attributes with enhanced performance.

Figure 7. Illustration of code in HLPSL for the proposed
scheme.

Figure 8. Illustration of output of HLPSL code in OFMC mode.
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Figure 9. Illustration of output of HLPSL code in ATSE mode.

Figure 10. Attained attributes in each of the discussed protocols.

Further, the efficiency and merit analysis are presented in
table 3 and a graphical representation is shown in figure 11.
The symbols used for comparison are as follows: th for hash
function, te ; td for time for symmetric encryption/decryption, t for XORing and tjj for concatenating the string.
This paper adopts total time execution from [25], as they
have calculated these values recently; they take care of
accuracy, evaluate them several times and take an average.
These cryptographic operations are implemented with the
help of the Crypto?? library using an Ubuntu 16.04 (64
bits) with a 1.70 GHz CPU, and 4.0 GB RAM using the C
programming language. The operations ðjj; Þ require

Figure 11. Computation cost of relevant protocols.

approximately negligible (i for user i) amount of time, so
we do not consider time of these operations in further
calculations. The approximate time for computation of
SHA-1 is th 0:0030 ms, and te , td 0:0060 ms.
It is observed that the proposed scheme provides the
input in login phase as \2t þ 7tjj þ 3th [ and evaluates
the cost as 2i þ 7i þ 3  0:0030 0:0090 ms. If the user
login to the device is successful and the user goes for
authentication, then the total cost will be calculated by
putting data in \7t þ 12tjj þ 5th [ and time to execute is
7i þ 12i þ 5  0:0030 0:0150 ms. Thus, the total
computation time of proposed scheme will be 0.024 ms.
In the same manner, we can also evaluate the computation
time of all comparative schemes. The scheme of Chang
et al [26] requires 9t þ 23tjj þ 15th operations and computation time of 0.0475 ms. The scheme of Kumari et al
[18] requires 13t þ 39tjj þ 21th operations and computation time of 0.0630 ms. The scheme of Nikooghadam et al
[22] requires 24t þ 9th þ 6te operations and computation
time of 0.0632 ms. The scheme of Eesfahani et al [24]
requires 10t þ 14th operations and computation time of
0.0420 ms. The scheme of Limbasiya et al [25] requires
8t þ 9th þ 35tjj operations, which take 0.028 ms. The
comparative analysis of computation time by related
schemes is shown in figure 11, whereas required number of
operations in login and authentication phase is given in
table 3. If we closely observe figure 11, we identify that the
proposed scheme (Ps) requires less computation time

Table 3. Performance evaluation of some recent SC-based authentication schemes.
Schemes
Chang et al [26]
Kumari et al [18]
Nikooghadam et al [22]
Eesfahani et al [24]
Limbasiya et al [25]
Ps

User login cost
3t þ 7tjj þ 5th
10T þ 16tjj þ 10th
2th þ 1te
5t þ 9tjj þ 3th
2T þ 7tjj þ 3th

Authentication cost
6t þ 16tjj þ 10th
3t þ 23tjj þ 11th
23t þ 7th þ 5te
10t þ 14th
3t þ 26tjj þ 6th
7t þ 12tjj þ 5th

Total cost
9t þ 23tjj þ 15th
13t þ 39tjj þ 21th
24t þ 9th þ 6te
10t þ 14th
8t þ 9th þ 35tjj
9t þ 19tjj þ 8th
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Table 4. Communication cost and storage cost.
Schemes
Chang et al [26]
Kumari et al [18]
Nikooghadam et al [22]
Esfahani et al [24]
Limbasiya et al [25]
Ps

Communication cost in bits

Storage cost in bits

2080
3200
3040
2880
3296
2462

736
1504
1600
1152
1088
800

Total size in bits
2816
4704
4640
4032
4422
3262

but it is not better than Chang et al’s scheme [26]. However,
the expected number of cryptographic operations is less in the
proposed scheme as compared with Chang et al’s scheme [26]
and other related schemes [4, 18, 22, 24, 25]. Computation
efficiency of the proposed scheme can be easily observed from
figure 11. Moreover, the proposed scheme satisfies more
security attributes as compared with those of
[4, 18, 22, 24–26], which can be easily observed from figure 10. Therefore, comparative study using figures 10–12
shows that the proposed scheme is the best fit.

Fig. 12. Communication cost of proposed protocol.

compared with similar protocols [4, 18, 22, 24–26]. Figure 11 indicates that that the proposed protocol is lightweight in terms of computation cost.
Finally, the communication overhead between the
involved parties is presented in table 4 and a graphical
representation is shown in figure 12; the results are compared on the basis of bit length for the time of communication. The number of bits for IDi , PWi , random number
and time stamps is 160. Furthermore, a hash function takes
256 bits and symmetric encryption or decryption, 512 bits.
All these values are adopted from Ali and Pal [32].
On evaluating the communication overhead for
[4, 18, 22, 24–26], it is observed that the proposed
scheme requires two message communications between the
user and the corresponding server. After login phase, Ui
sends \Ei ; Fi ; MIDi ; Ti [ to the Sj through the insecure
channel. After this, server will respond by
\MIDi n ew; Mj ; Tk [ . Overhead evaluation of this transmission is approximately 2462 bits and stored values in SCi
have approximately 800 bits. In the same manner, evaluation of various schemes needs different memories and the
number of bits required for communication is 2816, 4704,
4640, 4032, 4422 and 5824 for [4, 18, 22, 24–26],
respectively. The communication overhead is presented in
table 4. Figure 12 provides a graphical study of total bits
required in communication and storage overheads, whereas
table 4 provides details of the number of message bits in
communication and required memory in the SC.
From figure 12 it is clear that proposed scheme has shorter
message size in message communication (login and authentication phases) as compared with those of [4, 18, 22, 24, 25],

8. Conclusion
This article provides a new dynamic ID-based authentication
scheme for network applicants using an SC. It is secure and
efficient for remote user verification, which uses the SC and
password with biometric for entity verification. It stores
encrypted data with a few bits and establishes an authenticated
and secure session. It provides mutual authentication for
involved parties along with the session key. We have performed security verification using AVISPA tool. Using
informal analysis, we have shown that the proposed
scheme attains all desirable security attributes. Moreover,
security is validated rigorously using the random oracle model.
Computation cost comparison ensures that it takes less time to
perform the necessary operations compared with other existing schemes. Moreover, it has better efficiency in communication. A detailed comparative analysis of the proposed with
related schemes indicates that it achieves more functionality
attributes, improves security and reduces communication and
computation overhead for network applications.
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